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Abstract

The domination of gas turbines in the energy arena is facing many challenges from environmental regulations

and the plethora of renewable energy sources. The gas turbine has to operate under demand-driven modes

and its components consume their useful life faster than the engines of the base-load operation era. As a

result the diagnostics and prognostics tools should be further developed to cope with the above operation

modes and improve the condition based maintenance (CBM).

In this study, we present a derivative-driven diagnostic pattern analysis method for estimating the per-

formance of gas turbines under dynamic conditions. A real time model-based tuner is implemented through

a dynamic engine model built in Matlab/Simulink for diagnostics. The nonlinear diagnostic pattern is then

partitioned into data-windows. These are the outcome of a data analysis based on the second order deriva-

tive which corresponds to the acceleration of degradation. Linear regression is implemented to locally fit

the detected deviations and predict the engine behavior. The accuracy of the proposed method is assessed

through comparison between the predicted and actual degradation by the remaining useful life (RUL) metric.

The results demonstrate and illustrate an improved accuracy of our proposed methodology for prognostics

of gas turbines under dynamic modes.

Keywords: Derivative-Driven Analysis, Window-Based Regression, Gas Turbine Prognostics, Condition

Based Maintenance

Highlights

• A data-based method for gas turbine performance prognostics is developed.

• The proposed method takes into account dynamic operating modes and employs a derivative-driven

diagnostic pattern analysis.

• Linear regression is performed on a local data window manner to detect degradation.
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• The accuracy of the method is tested under transient operating conditions and compared to an earlier

method.

• The proposed method is capable of detecting accurately the evolution of compressor fouling.

Nomenclature

Symbols

A acceleration of component performance degradation ∆X

g1−2 coefficients of linear regression

k acceleration threshold

L width of window

ṁ mass flow rate

n total number of operating points

N corrected shaft rotational speed

P total pressure

q total number of windows

T total temperature

u ambient and operating conditions vector

W useful power output

x component performance parameter

X component characteristics vector

Y measurement vector

Greek

Γ mass flow capacity

ε prediction error

∆ deviation

η isentropic efficiency

π pressure ratio

σ spread

Subscript

c compressor

d degraded

exh exhaust
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f fuel

lreg linear regression

pt power turbine

r reference engine

t turbine

th thermal

1− 6 engine gas path location

1. Introduction1

The continuously growing energy demand along with the challenging aspect of reducing greenhouse2

emissions has transformed the power generation sector. Nowadays, the conventional fossil-fuelled power3

plants are required to work in partnership with the intermittent renewable energy plants for maintaining4

the stability and reliability of the electricity grid. This has reformed the gas turbine powered plants. The5

gas turbines are currently required to start up and shut down faster for satisfying the energy demand that6

fluctuates according to the intermittent character of the renewables energy sources. An emerging group of7

works in the literature has addressed the challenging aspect of the part-load performance behavior of gas8

turbines both at steady state [1, 2] and dynamic/transient conditions [3, 4, 5, 6] for optimizing the energy9

production and the stability of the electricity grid [7, 8].10

Under such dynamic conditions and grid-following modes both the renewable and gas turbine subsystems11

are expected to degrade at different rates [9, 10] and more importantly to consume their useful life faster12

than that of a system operating at base-load conditions. Therefore, the CBM of gas turbine systems is going13

to be affected by this recent shift in the engine operating profile.14

By principle, the diagnostic and prognostic tools [11, 12, 13, 14, 15] not only improve our understanding15

for complex and nonlinear systems such as the gas turbines but their accuracy and reliability are transferable16

to the effectiveness of the CBM. An example of the impact that these decision making tools have in the CBM17

can be found in the latest GE Digital Twin and Predix technologies [16]. It follows that the gas turbine18

community is faced with the challenging aspect of improving the accuracy of diagnostics and especially19

prognostics solutions for engines operating under dynamic conditions. Apart from a limited number of20

works available in the literature [17, 18, 19, 20, 21], the majority of the existing diagnostic methods are21

based on steady state operation. Subsequently, the majority of the existing prognostics methods have been22

developed and tested by taking into consideration diagnostic information that was primarily based on the23

steady state conditions .24

The ever growing development of prognostic schemes for gas turbine engines has resulted into a large25

number of prognostic solutions. Generally, these schemes can be divided into two categories, such as data-26
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based and model-based approaches. Amongst the data-based prognostic methods the most popular are27

neural networks [22, 23] and bayesian networks [24, 25]. A subgroup of the data-based methods are the28

statistical approaches [26, 27] in which their primary focus is that of forecasting the behavior of a system29

without necessarily evaluating the remaining useful life of the component.30

Model-based methods rely heavily on engine model diagnosis which is directly coupled to the prognosis31

process. For the model-based approaches the most commonly used method is that of trending the available32

diagnostic information through linear and nonlinear regression models [28, 29]. Another popular model-33

based prognostic solution is based on the particle filtering [30, 31, 32, 33, 34] methods. Finally, there is a34

family of hybrid prognostic approaches [35, 10] that combine algorithms coming from the model-based and35

data-based groups. From the numerous methods employed for gas turbine prognostics only a few examples36

in the literature [28, 10] have employed dynamic/transient operational modes for diagnosis [18, 32, 36] and37

prognosis.38

Therefore, the development of a prognostic system capable of taking into account the dynamic gas39

turbine operation is fundamental for an effective and successful CBM. Dynamic operating gas turbines have40

to be monitored at an increased frequency rate which results in a vast amount of data for the gas turbine41

operators to process, analyze and interpret towards to facilitating the maintenance and operation of the42

engines. In addition, the fast and highly nonlinear engine dynamics make the interpretation of the gas path43

information a very complex task since it moves away from the common practice of the industry to forecast44

the behavior of the engine based on its entire operational history. It would be more practical to focus the45

prognostic analysis for such dynamic gas turbines in the short-term since the electricity demand dominated46

by the intermittent character of the renewables affects the operating profile of the gas turbines and alters47

significantly the degradation pattern of its components. Within this context and taking into consideration48

the vast amount of engine monitored information contained in data lakes the aim of this study is to develop49

a method for accurately forecasting the engine component degradation into the future by examining the50

rate by which the degradation changes with respect to time.51

Generally, the gas turbine engine performance depends on its components behavior. In our recent52

study [37], an advanced model-based adaptation method was combined with a dynamic gas turbine model53

developed in Matlab/Simulink. The outcome of this process was a uniquely tuned set of engine component54

maps that empowered the engine model to match the performance measurements of a reference engine55

operating under transient diagnostics.56

From our recent work [10] on prognostics we utilized an adaptive diagnostic process [18] for a number of57

sliding windows capturing the entire degraded measurements. Subsequently, the detected degradation was58

used for a linear regression towards prognostics. In contrast to our earlier study, the proposed method em-59

ploys a real time data-driven tuner that performs the diagnosis online and each operating point corresponds60

to a different set of component maps. The information containing the diagnostic data is then divided into61
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smaller time segments referred to as windows. The time range of each window, referred to as width, depends62

on the time data series distribution. Specifically, the data distribution examined refers to the acceleration63

of degradation which is represented as the second order derivative of the predicted deviations. It follows,64

that the bank of data encapsulated in the collection of windows are utilized in a local linear window-based65

manner for predicting the future behavior of the engine components. The current work is an extension of66

our recent work [38] which includes a comparison of the proposed method with the one presented in [10].67

The accuracy improvement of the proposed method is tested for evaluating the level of compressor fouling68

when the engine experiences concurrently multiple component degradations. At the same time the engine69

operates under dynamic/transient conditions for a period of time that corresponds to 25,000 h. The metrics70

of RUL and the PDF [39, 40, 41] have been utilized to assess and evaluate the accuracy improvement of71

the proposed method over the one developed earlier by the authors [10]. Finally, this prognostic tool can72

facilitate the gas turbine operators to increase their awareness for the performance of their gas turbine assets73

when these operate under transient conditions and enable them to optimize the operation of their plants.74

To summarize the main contributions of this paper can be listed as follows:75

1. The problem of fault prognosis of an industrial gas turbine under transient conditions is investigated by76

using a regression method which is activated by a derivative-driven criterion of detected degradations.77

2. Compared to the previous related works, the proposed method represents a powerful tool for forecast-78

ing the evolution of degraded component performance without taking into account the entire diagnostic79

history of the equipment. This is achieved by splitting the detected component degradation pattern80

into smaller increments where the evolutions of degradation can be assumed to be linear with respect81

to time.82

3. Moreover, the distribution of diagnostic data is examined based on a second order derivative crite-83

rion which corresponds to the acceleration of degradation. Upon this criterion the diagnostic pattern84

is partitioned into smaller segments that we refer to as windows and the contained information is85

implemented for performing short-term prognostics. This is the first time in the literature that the86

acceleration of the diagnostic data is utilized for simplifying the prognostic process.87

4. Furthermore, we compare the proposed method with the one developed earlier by the authors [10] in88

order to demonstrate and illustrate the prediction accuracy improvement through the use of PDF and89

RUL metrics.90

5. The main benefit of the proposed prognostic method is its ability to simplify the nonlinear time evolving91

component degradation into a simple local and linear process for which meaningful prognostic results92

can be easily interpreted. Using the proposed technique, the prognosis is generalized for gas turbine93

dynamic operating modes and can be further employed for other demand-driven energy equipment.94
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The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the proposed prognostic method along95

with the concept of performance adaptation used for diagnostics and its integration with a dynamic engine96

model are described. The description of the case studies are presented in Section 3. Simulation results of97

the proposed approach are presented in Section 4, followed by the conclusions in Section 5.98

2. Methodology99

2.1. Assumptions100

The component performance degradation of gas turbines is mainly attributed to the ambient conditions,101

the operating mode and the manufacturing tolerances. These factors increase the complexity of the diagnos-102

tics and subsequently the prognostics tasks. This is evident by the numerous existing prognostic solutions103

proposed for gas turbines. In this study several assumptions have been made, for facilitating the application104

of the proposed method to service engines, as follows:105

• Only incipient component performance faults (no abrupt) are considered for prognostics.106

• All the engine components are experiencing performance degradations simultaneously.107

• The performance degradation of each component corresponds to deviations of the mass flow capacity108

and isentropic efficiency from their clean/healthy values.109

• The pattern of degradations examined are monotonical.110

• The operating conditions are varying with respect to time.111

The above assumptions rely on the fact that modern gas turbine that operate under dynamic conditions112

maintain a monotonically pattern of degradation even if regular maintenance actions such as online and/or113

offline compressor washings are performed. As far as the gas path information provided by the instrumen-114

tation set we assume that there is no presence of noise and bias. The reason for this lies in the fact that115

the main aim of this study is to focus purely on the capability of the developed method to deal effectively116

with the estimation of the component degradation pattern and not on the validity of the sensor informa-117

tion. Other approaches for data-smoothing and noise-filtering could be performed prior to diagnostics and118

prognostics for ensuring a good quality data set for the above purposes.119

2.2. Model Tuning120

The frequently performed maintenance actions in industrial gas turbines (such as online/offline compres-121

sor washing, replacement of inlet filtration systems, fuel nozzles and sensors) and the evolving performance122

degradation of their components alter the performance and health signature of the engine. Therefore, gas123

turbine users have to progressively refine and update their engine models for improving the accuracy of124
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the performance prediction based on available service engine data. This process is commonly referred to as125

model-based performance adaptation and deals with the optimization of component-based parameters such126

as mass flow capacities and efficiencies so that the service engine measurable performance parameters such127

as gas path temperatures and pressures are properly matched. This is a minimization problem since its goal128

is to mimimize the observed residuals between the model predictions and the engine test data. This process129

establishes the data-set that corresponds to the healthy engine condition. It follows that data from a family130

of adapted engine models can be implemented for performance-based diagnostic analysis.131

Model

Map Th/cs

Reference Engine

OF
Min?

Stop
Yes

No

u

X Y

Yr

Map Tuning

Figure 1: The flow chart of the proposed performance adaptation. Th/cs and OF denote the thermodynamic computations

and the objective function eq. 2, respectively.

A recently developed adaptation method [18, 37] is implemented for this study. A brief description of132

this method follows. The behavior of a gas turbine engine may be represented as follows:133

Y = f(X,u), (1)

where Y, X and u denote the measurable performance, the component and the operating conditions pa-134

rameters, respectively.135

The performance of the engine can be captured by the information of the condition monitoring system of136

a service engine or via simulated gas turbine measurements available from an engine model. For testing our137
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proposed method two gas turbine models are used. The gas turbine model that implements the component138

characteristics of PROOSIS [42] simulation software is referred to as the reference engine and acts as the test139

engine in this study. The second model, which is going to be referred to as the engine model, implements140

the recently developed adaptation concept [37].141

The deviations between the engine model predictions Y and the reference engine observations Yr are142

evaluated by the Objective Function (OF ) as follows:143

OF =

√√√√ n∑
i=1

(
Yi −Yri

Yri

)2

, (2)

where n denotes the number of the operating points and Yi and Yri denote the i-th predicted and observable144

performance parameter, respectively.145

For initial engine model adaptation the data generated by the reference engine are matched by the engine146

model on a global scale i.e. a single set of component maps is progressively tuned in order minimize the147

observed residuals. For a more detailed description and analysis of the adaptation concept the reader is148

prompted to our earlier works [18, 37].149
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Figure 2: The representation of the time dependent injected degradation into the reference engine.
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2.3. Diagnostics150

Generally the performance deterioration of engine components is oftenly represented by the component151

parameter deviation ∆X from its nominal/clean value and given by:152

∆X = 100× (Xd −X) /X. (3)

where X and Xd denote the clean and degraded component parameter, respectively.153

For representing the time evolving performance degradation, the component maps of the reference engine154

are injected with deviation signals which alter the mass flow capacity and efficiency outputs of each com-155

ponent. Consequently, the initial healthy parameter of the reference engine Xr is deviated by the injected156

signal ∆Xrinj resulting in a fault-contaminated component map output Xrd . This in turn is reflected in the157

measurable parameter Yrd of the reference engine which corresponds to degraded conditions, as seen from158

Fig. 2.159

The component degradation ∆Xrinj with respect to time t may be represented as a function g, i.e.160

∆Xrinj (t) = g(t). The mathematical form of the function g depends on the injected deviation signal. In161

practise, the evolution of component degradation can be captured by a variety of functions however the162

most common approach is data-trending through linear and polynomial regression models.163

At this stage the objective of the diagnosis task deals with estimating the level of the component degra-164

dation of the reference engine. The performance adaptation is once again implemented for performing the165

diagnostic task. However, there is a major difference in the way that the adaptation is implemented here166

for the diagnostic purpose. The initial adapted component maps remain unaffected and only their output,167

as shown in Fig. 3, is further tuned. This process can be performed real time by employing the algebraic168

constraint function of Matlab/Simulink. In contrary to our earlier works, where the adaptation concept169

was implemented for diagnostics on a global scale, this approach is performed locally for every operating170

point and the corresponding generated component maps are utilized for matching the evolving degraded171

measurements.172

The accuracy of the diagnostic task is evaluated by the Diagnostic Index (DI) [37] as follows:173

DI = 100

(
1

1 + ε

)
, (4)

where ε is the detected residual for the component parameter X as follows:174

ε =

n∑
i=1

∣∣∣∣∆Xi−∆Xrinji

∆Xrinji

∣∣∣∣
n

. (5)

At this point it should be pointed out that the accuracy of the diagnostic and subsequently the prog-175

nostic processes is relying heavily on the capability of the engine model to adapt its component parameters176
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Figure 3: The flow chart of the proposed adaptive diagnostics.

in order to match the operating data of the reference engine. The engine measurement data are feeding177

the tuning process of the gas turbine model towards to minimizing the residuals between the predicted and178

actual measurements. For the initial adaptation of the engine model to the reference engine the entire set179

of operating data is used for establishing a benchmark model that represents the clean/healthy condition of180

the reference engine. For diagnostic purposes the above tuning process is performed discretely for every new181

set of engine measurement data as seen from Fig. 4. This results in a group of adapted models for which182

the degraded engine performance of the reference engine is accurately matched. Collating the estimated183

component performance of each uniquely adapted model represents the evolving component degradation of184

the reference engine.185

The set of discretely estimated diagnostic information is consequently feeding the window based re-186

gression and prognostic process. A reliable, accurate, robust and flexible gas turbine model facilitates the187

performance evaluation of progressively degrading engine components.188

2.4. Window-Based Analysis189

Upon completion of the diagnosis task the next step involves the interpretation of this information190

towards facilitating the task of prognosis. Specifically, we suggest to partition the global nonlinear diagnostic191

information into smaller time segments, that we refer to as windows.192
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Figure 4: Representation of the engine models implemented for the initial global adaptation and the adaptive local diagnosis

processes performed for the reference engine measurements.

From the diagnostic results, the degradation pattern is then partitioned into a number q of windows that193

encapsulate the entire diagnostic information. As shown in Fig. 5 a window activated at twi contains ni194

operating points for a time range/width of Li. In contrary to our recent work [10], where Li was constant,195

the window width in this study varies with respect to the distribution of data. The width Li is adjusted196

based on the degradation acceleration. The second derivative of the component parameter deviation ∆X197

represents the performance degradation acceleration, as follows:198

At =
d2∆Xt

dt2
(6)

The reason for this criterion selection lies in our initial assumption that for every window the engine199

component degradation propagates linear with respect to time. Therefore, the second derivative of a linear200

function is equal to zero and this enables the activation/deactivation of windows according to the distribution201

of the diagnostic results.202

Now let us assume that for window activated at twi the component parameter deviation is ∆Xtwi
and its203

acceleration Atwi
. If the absolute deviation among the acceleration observed in twi +Li and twi +Li + 1 is204

exceeding a specific limit/threshold k i.e. |Atwi+Li+1−Atwi+Li | ≤ k then this window should be terminated205

at twi + Li and a new one should be activated at twi + Li + 1. A schematic representation of the above206

condition is shown in Fig. 5.207

The specification of k depends on the degradation pattern examined. On a local window-based level the208
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∆X
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dt2

Time

ni op. points

Acceleration threshold k

Windowi

Li

Windowi+1

Li+1

Windowq

Lq

twi twi
+ Li twi

+ Li + 1

Figure 5: The partition of the diagnostic information into windows of variable width depending on the acceleration of the

component degradation.

degradation can be expressed as a linear function with respect to time as follows:209

g(t) = g1t+ g2, t ∈ [twi , twi + Li], (7)

where g1 and g2 are the coefficients of the function. Since the second derivative of the initially assumed linear210

function in eq. (7) is equal to zero it follows that k is specified to be zero. Therefore, if any acceleration211

change is detected a new window will be activated. This data processing approach is performed for the212

entire diagnostic information which results in q windows.213

2.5. Prognostics214

Generally, the prognosis is the process of estimating the evolution of gas turbine performance degradation215

for a specified time period. Given that the proposed window-based process divides the pattern of component216

degradation into smaller time increments, this enables prognosis to be carried out locally for every window.217

Consequently, a linear regression approach [29, 43] may be implemented to estimate the time evolving218

degraded component parameter ∆X lreg(t) as follows:219

∆X lreg = g(t), t ∈ [twi , twi + Li]. (8)
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Once the localized degradation pattern is approximated by the regression model, the component perfor-220

mance is predicted for a time width M , which is referred to as the prognostic window. At this stage the221

reference engine degradation ∆Xrinj is used to assess the prognosis accuracy.222

twi twi
+ Li, tpi

tpi
+ M

Window

Time

∆
X

(%
)

Actual Degradation Accuracy Bounds
PDF Linear Regression
Diagnostic Results Prognostic Results

Figure 6: The distribution of the prognostic results, obtained through linear regression of the local diagnostic information, with

respect to the actual degradation.

Furthermore, the Probability Density Function (PDF) of normal/gaussian distribution is implemented for223

determining the probability of the prognosis results to take any given value. The PDF of the normal/gaussian224

distribution of x is as follows:225

f(x) =

(
1

σ
√

2π

)
e−

1
2 ( x−µσ )

2

, (9)
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where x denotes the degraded component parameter ∆X lreg of standard deviation σ.226

The PDF of the linearly regressed component parameter ∆X lreg information along with the diagnostic227

predictions ∆X and the actual degradation ∆Xrinj with its corresponding accuracy bounds is shown in Fig.228

6. The final step of the prognosis task is RUL estimation for the component.229

The majority of the performance-based prognostic algorithms for rotating machinery [29, 28] evaluate230

RUL by projecting the diagnostic predictions into time and assigning a probability of these predictions to231

reach a certain threshold. The proposed prognosis is adopting another logic since its main focus is the inves-232

tigation of the degradation pattern itself and how it evolves over time. The localized linear window-based233

analysis facilitates the short-term performance prediction of degraded components and the Equivalent RUL234

(ERUL) metric suggested by the authors is implemented for determining the evolution of the degradation235

in short-term intervals.236

Finally, accuracy bounds similar to the diagnostic accuracy bounds are implemented for the true ERUL.237

The true ERUL is determined by the injected degradation to the engine component parameters ∆Xrinj . As238

a result the comparison between estimated ERUL and true ERUL provides an insight to the performance239

capability of the proposed method. The ERUL represents the rate at which the component of the engine240

system ‘consumes’ its useful life according to the mode of operation.241

3. Case Study Description242

The proposed adaptive and window-based methods for prognostics approaches are integrated into a an243

industrial gas turbine model that is developed in MATLAB/Simulink environment. It is worth mentioning244

that the MATLAB/Simulink environment is becoming very popular for the analysis of energy systems245

dynamics and the design of controllers [44, 45, 46, 47]. Our developed model has been validated towards246

PROOSIS [42] simulation software. The engine model is similar to the GE LM2500+ aero derivative gas tur-247

bine [48] which is a two-shaft industrial gas turbine that consists of a compressor, a combustor, a compressor248

turbine and a power turbine as schematically represented in Fig 7. The design performance specifications of249

the engine are tabulated in Table 1.250

The control input of the gas turbine model configuration is the fuel flow rate ṁf . A detailed description251

of the gas turbine model can be found in our recent works in [49, 37]. The objective of the case studies252

is to evaluate the accuracy improvement of our prognostic method in comparison to the earlier prognostic253

scheme developed where fixed width windows were implemented. The selected measurable parameters for254

the diagnostic and prognostic tasks are listed in Table 2.255

Now let us describe the reference engine data generation process. The time step of the simulation256

procedure is 1 ms. For 100 s simulation time a total of 100,000 data samples are generated. The above data257

should be mapped to the examined component degradations that are typical for 25,000 h of operation. This258
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Figure 7: The engine model schematic layout representing a two shaft gas turbine.

Table 1: Design performance specifications of GE LM2500+ [48].

Symbol Parameter Value Units

πc pressure ratio 23.1

ṁexh exhaust mass flow rate 85.9 kg/s

Texh exhaust gas temperature 791 K

ηth thermal efficiency 41 %

Wpt power output 31 MW

Table 2: The engine performance measurable parameters.

Symbol Parameter Units

P3 compressor discharge pressure Pa

T3 compressor discharge temperature K

P5 turbine exit pressure Pa

T5 turbine exit temperature K

P6 power turbine exit pressure Pa

T6 power turbine exit temperature K

Wpt power output W

N shaft rotational speed rpm
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means that 4 data samples are mapped to 1 h of operation. The size of the data samples is adequate for259

capturing the nonlinearity of the engine performance. The dynamic aspect of the fuel flow rate which acts260

as the control input of the engine model is shown in Fig. 8.261

Data implemented for the case studies are the reference engine degraded simulated measurements and262

the prognosis process is performed at various time instants. The degraded measurements are generated263

by injecting deviation signals in the component parameters of the reference engine. A summary of the264

aforementioned deviations is given in Table 3.265

Table 3: Injected deviations of the component parameters.

Component Degradation Parameter Deviation Range (%)

Compressor Fouling
∆Γc

∆ηc

0-(-3)

0-(-3)

Turbine Erosion
∆Γt

∆ηt

0-(2.5)

0-(-2.5)

Power Turbine Erosion
∆Γpt

∆ηpt

0-(2.5)

0-(-2.5)

In this study two test cases are carried out. The first case study objective is to assess the prediction266

accuracy for the proposed real-time adaptive diagnostic method. It follows that for the second case study267

the objective is to predict the evolution of the compressor degradation by implementing both the window-268

based analysis and the linear regression methods. Moreover, the comparison of the prognostic method with269
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the one earlier developed by the authors will give an insight of the accuracy improvement by the variable270

window-width activation introduced. Towards this end the common metrics of PDF and ERUL are utilized271

for assessing the accuracy of the prognosis.272

It should be noted that the earlier prognostic method will implement the diagnostic results on a different273

manner than in [10]. In the earlier study [10] the fixed width method was employed for both the diagnostic274

and prognostic process. The diagnosis in that case was carried out in a sliding window-based manner and275

for each diagnostic window the suite of engine model component maps were optimized and degradations276

were detected on a local window level. Consequently, the diagnostic information was the outcome of collated277

data from the detected degradations of each window. That approach had the advantage of partly filtering278

out the time component from the degradation so that the prognosis could be performed on a linear fixed-279

width window-based method. In contrast to our earlier work, this study waives off the added advantage of280

performing diagnosis in a window based fashion and only prognosis is performed on local window level.281

4. Results282

4.1. Diagnosis283

The model-based performance adaptation and the adaptive diagnostic method, are implemented for284

detecting the degradation of each component. The process commenced by initially adapting the engine285

model to the clean/nominal condition of reference engine for an operational profile that included both286

steady state and transient operating points. Then degradations were injected to the compressor, turbine287

and power turbine at td=2,500 h. The first bank of data up to td is utilized for engine model adaptation288

and denote the clean/nominal/healthy condition of the engine.289

Diagnostic tasks are initiated at td and carried out real time by tuning the output of each component290

map that has been initially optimized by the earlier adaptation process. The detected compressor fouling291

which is represented by the deviated mass flow component parameter is shown in Fig. 9. The diagnostic292

results indicated an improved accuracy in the diagnosis and in case of the compressor mass flow capacity293

the DI is 0.99 which implies that the diagnosis is 99% effective. It should be noted that all the compo-294

nent degradations have been detected with the same level of accuracy, but only the results concerning the295

compressor degradation are presented here.296

Prior to performing prognostics, the diagnostic information encapsulated by the detected deviations is297

split into a number of windows as seen from Fig. 9. For this case their time width Li relies solely on the298

distribution of the component degradation acceleration. The outcome of the above process resulted in a set299

of q=13 windows of variable width Li spanning from 250 h to 5,000 h.300

The acceleration of compressor degradation is represented by the second derivative of mass flow capac-301

ity with respect to time as seen from Fig. 10. At specific time instants, the acceleration of compressor302
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Figure 9: Predicted compressor degradation represented by the deviation of the mass flow capacity. Diagnostic information is

splitted into 13 windows where their width is variable and dependent on the acceleration of degradation.

degradation exceeds the threshold value k=0 which leads to the termination of the existing window and the303

activation of a new one so that the initially assumed linear propagation is satisfied. It is also noted from304

Fig. 10 that for the initial and final stages of the assumed degradation pattern the diagnostic information305

has to be segmented into several windows due to an increased rate of degradation.306

For demonstrating the advantages of the proposed method in terms of the prediction accuracy, the earlier307

fixed width window-based method developed by the authors [10] is also implemented. The results of this308

fixed width window-based method are illustrated in Fig. 11 where a number of q=9 windows are utilized to309

capture the diagnostic data and their width Li is fixed at 2,500 h.310

For facilitating the comparison of both window-based linear regression methods in terms of the prognos-311

tics accuracy, the proposed variable width and the earlier fixed width window-based methods are going to312

be referred to as Method A and Method B, respectively.313
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Figure 10: Acceleration of compressor degradation represented by deviation of the mass flow capacity.

4.2. Prognosis314

The objective of this case study is to evaluate the improved accuracy of our proposed method for315

prognostics. The time instants when prognosis is initiated are different for Method A and Method B since316

each one uses a different approach in partitioning the diagnostic information. A direct comparison between317

the predicted and actual compressor degradation forms the means by which the prognostic accuracy is318

determined.319

For Method A the prognosis is initiated at time instant 2,750 h until the 22,500h. The prognostic window320

width spans from M=0.5 to 1 month of operation, i.e. 360 to 720 h. In case of Method B the prognosis321

is initiated at tp=4,750 h and the prognostic window width is constant at M=1 month. The number of322

operating points corresponding to the diagnostic data of each window is denoted by ni and depends on the323

time width Li of each window.324

The deviation in compressor mass flow capacity as predicted by the Methods A and B is shown in325

Figs. 12 and 13, respectively. In the proposed method the prognosis task is performed more frequently326

than Method B. This is due to the number of windows used for capturing the diagnostic information. It is327

clear from Fig. 12, than the normal data distribution of the proposed prognostic method predictions fall328

within the accuracy bounds that were set at 90% of the actual degradation. On the other hand Method329

B presents similar performance with Method A apart from the first and final stages of the degradation330

pattern. One major advantage of the data-driven partitioning of the diagnostic pattern is that of linearizing331

the degradation trend and applying a local linear regression model for prognostics.332

The spread of the predicted mass flow capacity distribution depends on the gradient characterizing the333

diagnostic data that are contained in each window. As a result it is observed from Figs. 12 and 13 that334
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Figure 11: Predicted compressor degradation represented by the deviation of the mass flow capacity. Diagnostic information

is splitted into 9 windows where their width is fixed.

especially for the first and last stages of the degradation pattern the spread is relatively higher than the335

ones for the mid stages.336

An additional metric that facilitates the evaluation of the prognostic accuracy is that of the ERUL of337

the component based on its degradation. The predicted ERUL based on the compressor mass flow capacity338

is shown in Fig. 14 where the accuracy bounds refer to the true ERUL of the component. It is evident from339

Fig. 14 that the estimated ERUL falls within the accuracy bounds for all the local prognostic tasks for both340

Methods A and B. However, it is noticed from Fig. 14 that there is a small deviation in terms of ERUL341

between the two methods. The former observation can be amplified by examining the ERUL error of each342

method.343

As expected the ERUL error of the Method A predictions lies consistently within the accuracy levels for344

all the time instants and ranges from 0% to 1.6%. On the other hand the error of Method B predictions345

might initially lie within the accuracy levels but at the final stages of the degradation pattern, where one346

would expect convergence to the true ERUL, the error increases. A closer look to Fig. 15 reveals that for347
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Figure 12: The deviation of compressor mass flow capacity as predicted by variable width window-based Method A.

both the initial and final stages of the prognosis task Method B has a prediction error in the range of -5%348

to 5%. Although both Methods A and B initially seemed to perform similarly in terms of the prognostic349

accuracy it was found that Method B is characterized by under and over-predictions for the initial and350

final stages of the examined degradation pattern, respectively. Finally, it should be pointed out that by351

principle Method B is a method most suitable for application in which both the diagnosis and the prognosis352

are performed with the same local window-based approach. In contrast to Method B, Method A is purely353

data-driven and relies solely on the diagnostic information. Selection of one method over the other depends354

upon the objective of the investigation and the method selected for the diagnosis process.355
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Figure 13: The deviation of compressor mass flow capacity as predicted by fixed width window-based Method B.

5. Conclusions356

In this paper, a data-based prognostics approach is proposed for estimating the performance of gas357

turbine engine operating in dynamic conditions. A real time adaptive diagnostic approach and a window-358

based prognostic method are coupled with a MATLAB/Simulink gas turbine model.359

Testing of the proposed methods was based on simulated measurements of an engine model that rep-360

resented 25,000 h of gas turbine operation subject to multiple component degradations. The compressor361

degradation is accurately predicted by locally fitting a linear regression model which predicts the perfor-362

mance behavior of the engine. This is accomplished by utilizing a local linear window-based approach which363

splits the diagnostic pattern into several smaller segments in which the progression of degradation can be364

approximated by linear functions. The window width is adjusted according to the degraded data accel-365

eration. Moreover, the useful life of the compressor is estimated and compared to the its true life within366
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Figure 14: The predicted ERUL based on compressor mass flow capacity.

90% accuracy bounds by using the PDF and ERUL metrics. The performance of the engine component is367

accurately predicted for prognostic windows that vary from 0.5 to 1 month of operation. The comparison of368

the proposed method with an earlier prognostic method, that utilizes a fixed width window-based analysis369

of the diagnostic information, highlighted the advantage of the proposed method in dealing with component370

degradations that have an increased rate of progression.371

The proposed method has demonstrated the capability to predict at a computational efficient and accu-372

rate manner the gas turbine component degradation for engines operating under dynamic operating modes.373

Our proposed method can support the condition based maintenance of gas turbine powered plants since it374

provides an improved judgment for the gas turbine short-term performance status.375
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